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Abstract:
New ventures are increasingly touting sustainable products, though research examining the effects of
organizations’ sustainability characteristics has focused mainly on large firms. Compared to large firms,
there is limited information available which can be used to assess the validity of self-framing and claims
made by new ventures. Thus, individuals are likely to give less credence to new ventures’ self-framing
and claims as compared to that of large firms; including those related to sustainability. The benefits to
new ventures of offering sustainable products may therefore be more limited than existing research would
suggest. We examine new ventures’ sustainability claims on the rewards-based crowdfunding platform
Kickstarter and utilize machine learning methodologies to categorize their projects as touting sustainable
products (or not), and then examine the relationship between product-level sustainability claims and
reaching the project’s funding goal. We find that, contrary to extant research based mainly on large firm
contexts, providing a sustainable product leads to a negative average response; that is, a lower likelihood
of reaching the funding goal. We consider explanations for this sustainable product penalty and find
evidence consistent with two mechanisms: perceptions of instrumentality and perceptions of lower
quality. We find support that communications and framing by the new venture which are likely to reduce
perceptions of instrumentality and increase perceptions of quality indeed increase the benefits of selling a
sustainable product or service, such that the benefits can be net positive. We thus shed light on important
contingencies under which new ventures can(not) benefit from selling sustainable products.

*Equal authorship. Please send any correspondence to vanessa.burbano@gsb.columbia.edu
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1. Introduction
While new ventures are increasingly touting sustainable products and making sustainabilityoriented claims and investments (Olsen, Slotegraaf and Chandukala, 2014, McMullen and Warnick, 2016;
Mittermaier, Shepherd & Patzelt, 2021), scholarly research has underexplored whether, how, and under
what circumstances new ventures stand to benefit from such practices and claims (Calic and Mosakowski,
2016; Embry, York & Edgar, 2018, Hockerts & Wustenhagen). To examine the effects of sustainabilityoriented claims and characteristics, scholars have primarily focused on large, established organizations and
have highlighted the importance of examining how individuals respond (Lee and Huang, 2018; Shea &
Hawn, 2019; Pamphile and Ruttan, 2022; Bode, Rogan, and Singh, 2021). Yet individuals are likely to
respond differently to sustainable product and service claims made by new ventures than to those made by
large, established organizations. Because information about new ventures is limited (Geyskens et al. 1998;
Stinchcomb 1965), claims of any sort, including sustainability-oriented claims, are harder to verify. Thus,
new ventures’ claims regarding the sustainability of their products and services are likely to be given less
credence than claims made by established organizations, such that the benefits to new ventures of touting
sustainable products and services may be more limited than generalization of the research on large firms
would imply.
To fill this gap in the literature, we focus our paper on the context of new ventures and, specifically,
crowdfunding new ventures. Crowdfunding has emerged as an important means through which new
ventures acquire financing (Mollick 2014; Sorenson et al. 2016, Yu et al. 2017). Our empirical setting, the
rewards-based crowdfunding platform Kickstarter, enables us to leverage comparable information on new
ventures’ claims. We use machine learning methodologies (using gradient boosting machine classifiers) to
categorize a large sample of projects as sustainable at the product/service level (or not). We then examine
the relationship between product-level sustainability claims and venture success in reaching the project’s
funding goal. Contrary to extant research (based mainly on large firm contexts), which has highlighted the
benefits of making sustainability-oriented claims, including as an impetus for (hypothetical and actual)
product purchase (see Sen, Du and Chattacharya 2016 for a review and summary of these positive effects),
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we find a negative relationship between products and services perceived as sustainable and the likelihood
of reaching the funding goal. This negative effect is robust to several specifications, including using
coarsened exact matching to control for potential endogeneity concerns.
We consider possible explanations which might help to explain this negative average relationship
and find empirical evidence of moderating relationships which appear to be consistent with two. First, a
new venture’s sustainability claims regarding its product or service could be perceived as instrumental.
They could be perceived as a means to capture value from a subset of consumers and stakeholders
(Casadesus-Masanell 2009; Wu et al., 2020; Du et al., 2011; Albuquerque et al., 2019) as opposed to a
reflection of a new venture’s true motives and values, which are unobservable (Cuypers et al., 2015).
Prosocial incentives, if they are perceived to be instrumental (Cassar and Meier, 2017; Gershoff and Frels,
2015; Olsen et al., 2014; Fosfuri et al., 2014), can backfire (Amengual and Apfelbaum, 2020), resulting in
negative responses from stakeholders, and there is some evidence that this should apply to organizational
sustainability characteristics as well (Fosfuri et al., 2014). Second, a new venture’s sustainability claims
regarding its product or service could result in perceptions of a lower quality product (Ginsberg and Bloom,
2004) due to stereotypical views resulting in sustainability signaling negative characteristics such as lower
competency, efficiency, and effectiveness (Aaker, Voh, and Mogilner 2010; Lin and Chang 2012). These
perceptions could, in turn, result in net negative responses.
Importantly, perceptions of sustainable product claims are not formed in isolation, such that other
aspects of a new venture’s communications and self-framing are likely to play a role in moderating and
potentially reversing the negative effect of making sustainability-oriented product claims for new ventures.
Given the mechanisms through which touting sustainable products and services could backfire, we explore
whether and find support for the idea that communications and framing by new ventures which are likely
to 1) reduce perceptions of instrumentality (in particular, consistency with organization-level sustainability
framing or a non-profit objective) and 2) increase perceptions of quality (in particular, the use of analytical
language and intellectual language in the project description framing) improve crowdfunding backers’
responses to new ventures’ sustainable products and services.
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This paper contributes to our understanding of whether and how new ventures’ sustainable product
claims can lead individuals to respond more or less favorably towards the new venture. Contrary to extant
research (see Sen, Du, and Chattacharya 2016 for a review), we demonstrate a negative effect of product
and service sustainability claims made by new ventures when all else is equal, thus highlighting a previously
unrecognized risk to new ventures of touting sustainable products and contributing to the evidence that the
effects of sustainability-related initiatives can, in different cases and contexts, in fact be negative (Bode,
Rogan, and Singh, 2021). We shed light on the likely mechanisms explaining why sustainability claims can
backfire for new ventures, and identify ways that other aspects of new ventures’ self-framing can counteract
these mechanisms. We thus identify important contingencies under which new ventures can mitigate the
penalty of negative perceptions, and sometimes even stand to benefit, from selling sustainable
products/services.

2. Responses to Sustainability Characteristics in Larger Firms May Not Generalize to New Ventures
Recent years have seen a proliferation of organizations offering sustainable products and describing
their products and services as having sustainable characteristics – driven by large firms and new ventures
alike. In some ways, this is perhaps unsurprising given the wealth of evidence which has suggested that
large, established organizations stand to be benefit from sustainability claims. Scholars have identified the
importance of examining individuals’ responses to organizations’ various sustainability efforts and claims
(Glavas, 2016; Gond, El Akremi, Swaen, & Babu, 2017; Shea & Hawn, 2019), and have shown that groups
of individuals such as employees (Burbano 2016; Burbano & Chiles, 2021; Burbano et al., 2018; Bode and
Singh, 2018), consumers (Brown and Dacin 1997, Creyer and Ross 1997; Ellen, Mohr and Webb 2000),
and investors (Cheng, Ioannou, & Serafeim, 2014; Ioannou and Serafeim, 2015) respond favorably to such
characteristics and claims.
These studies, however, have generally focused on responses to large, established firms’
sustainability characteristics, making it problematic to generalize positive responses in the context of large,
established organizations to the context of new ventures (Embry, York, & Edgar, 2022). While individuals
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external to large and small organizations alike face some degree of information asymmetry, the extent of
this asymmetry in the context of new ventures is notably higher, given the absence of available information
about new ventures (Geyskens et al. 1998; Stinchcomb 1965). In a relative sense, the difference in
availability of information to inform perceptions about product attributes is particularly large between new
ventures and established organizations. Whereas for large, established organizations, third-party
assessments of product quality and individuals’ own experiences with an organizations’ prior products or
services serve to inform expectations about new product and service quality and attributes, no such sources
of information or prior experience are available when forming assessments of new ventures’ products and
services (Mollick, 2014, Geyskens et al. 1998; Stinchcomb 1965). Inferences about new venture product
attributes thus rely heavily on the venture’s self-framing and communications (Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier,
2011). Given that it is well-established that organizations do not ubiquitously act in accordance with their
publicly-facing claims and statements (Marquis & Qian, 2014), and new ventures’ claims cannot easily or
readily be verified, individuals will interpret and make their own inferences about new ventures’ claims
and self-framing.
Given these contextual differences in information availability about product and service attributes,
it is unclear that the benefits of touting sustainable products and services observed in the context of large
organizations will apply to the context of new ventures. Interestingly, when we empirically examine
whether (very) new ventures in the rewards-based crowdfunding context of Kickstarter stand to benefit
from offering sustainable products and services, all else equal, we find – contrary to extant research based
on larger organizations – that new ventures face a sustainable product claims penalty, rather than benefit,
on average.

3. A Sustainable Product Penalty in New Ventures: Likely Mechanisms and How Other New Venture
Self-Framing Choices Can Address These Mechanisms
Why might these crowdfunding new ventures face a sustainable product claims penalty? To
uncover the likely mechanisms at play, we examine moderating effects of other aspects of new ventures’
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self-framing choices. Importantly, individuals do not make inferences about new ventures’ sustainabilityrelated product claims in isolation. Rather, these claims are assessed and interpreted in the context of other
information available about the product and/or new venture. Strategic management research is increasingly
recognizing organizations’ own communication choices as integral parts of organizational strategy.
Fabrizio and Kim (2019) show that linguistic obfuscation is used to lessen the negative impact of reporting
negative information on environmental performance ratings, for example. In the context of new ventures in
particular, given the lack of third-party and other informational sources available, individuals rely heavily
on and make inferences about other claims and self-framing choices made by the new venture (Huang and
Pearce 2015; Huang and Knight 2017).
We thus consider self-framing choices and claims which would mitigate the potential mechanisms
that could otherwise contribute to a sustainability product penalty. Our exploration of the data suggests that
two mechanisms are likely at play: 1) perceptions of instrumentality behind the new ventures’ motives for
describing their products as sustainable and 2) perceptions of low product quality. Next, we outline the
arguments behind these two mechanisms, as well as how we would expect other framing choices to
moderate the main negative effect in line with these two mechanisms. Though we develop theory leading
up to, and outline, explicit hypotheses for the sake of clarity of exposition, our process for arriving at the
predicted relationships was exploratory and abductive in nature.

3.1. Perceptions of Instrumentality in Motive
An organization’s true motives and intentions behind its sustainability-oriented practices and claims,
including those made about its products and services, are unobservable (Cuypers et al., 2015). Thus,
individuals tend to dichotomize attributions about a company’s motives for making sustainable claims and
engaging in sustainability practices as either intrinsic and authentic, reflecting a genuine concern for societal
and environmental wellbeing, or as extrinsic and instrumental (Sen et al 2016).
Because consumers have been shown to value and be willing to pay more for sustainable products
(Casadesus-Masanell 2009; Sen et al 2016), sustainable products are often viewed as a means to increase
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brand image amongst consumers (Olsen, Slotegraaf and Chandukala, 2014; Wu et al., 2020), as responding
to the preferences of a specific consumer segment (Janssen and Langnen 2017; Servaes and Tamayo, 2013;
Du et al., 2011), and as a way to give status benefits to consumers (Elliott, 2013), thus increasing product
differentiation (Albuquerque et al., 2019). Because individuals are arguably aware of the potential strategic
benefits of selling sustainable products, it can be difficult for new ventures to maintain a perception of
sincerity in intrinsic prosocial intentions behind such claims (Wagner et al, 2009; Kim & Lyon, 2015;
Delmas & Burbano, 2011; Pamphile and Ruttan, 2022) – they just haven’t performed long enough to prove
their motives.
Perceptions of new ventures’ motives with respect to sustainability practices and claims will influence
how individuals perceive and behave towards an organization.

Firms that can effectively convey

authenticity in their sustainability efforts tend to be rewarded with a premium (Alhouti, Johnson and
Holloway, 2016; Pamphile and Ruttan, 2022). By contrast, when sustainability-related practices and claims
are seen as insincere, they can backfire, resulting in organization-harming perceptions and behavior from
individuals. Amongst internal stakeholders such as employees, for example, pro-social incentives perceived
to be instrumental have been shown to hurt worker motivation (Cassar and Meier, 2017). Similarly, CSR
perceived to be symbolic, rather than substantive, has been shown to negatively affect employees’
perceptions of fit within an organization (Donia et al., 2019). Likewise, when higher product prices
influence perceptions that the firm invests in social values for calculative or opportunistic motives,
corporate sponsorship of events that support social values do not deliver the expected benefits (Fosfuri et
al., 2014). Furthermore, it has been shown that instrumental justifications for actions perceived as sincere
can be more effective in motivating pro-social behavior than altruistic justifications perceived as insincere
(Amengual and Apfelbaum, 2020). Thus, individuals are likely to penalize, rather than reward,
organizations when they are perceived as touting sustainable products for instrumental, rather than
authentically prosocial, motives.
Consistency or congruence across these claims and characteristics is one feature of organizational
claims and characteristics that individuals take into consideration. Consistency is generally associated with
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greater credibility and legitimacy, such that organizations that provide consistent signals are seen as more
credible in their claims (Herbig and Millewicz, 1995). Perceived consistency and congruence across
behaviors and claims is furthermore linked to increased perceptions of sincerity and authenticity (Moulard
et al., 2015; Pamphile and Ruttan, 2022), or fit between an organization’s representation of itself and its
true values or essence (Bucher, Fieseler, Fleck and Lutz, 2018; Peterson, 2005), including in the domain of
corporate social responsibility programs (McShane and Cunningham, 2012). Resultingly, organizations
making consistent claims and with characteristics perceived to be consistent are more likely to enjoy
positive responses from individuals including employees (Abraham and Burbano 2021) and investors (Lee
and Huang 2018). This enables these organizations to gain competitive advantage (Groening, Mittal and
Zhang, 2016). Thus, other claims and self-framing by the new venture that would be perceived to be
consistent with claims regarding product sustainability characteristics would likely reduce skepticism
regarding sincerity in motives and intentions for touting sustainable products, in turn reducing the likelihood
of a sustainable products penalty.

H1: Self-framing by new ventures which is consistent with sustainable product framing
will reduce the penalty of offering a sustainable product or service.

3.2. Perceptions of Low Expected Product Quality
Beyond perceptions of an organization’s motives, new ventures’ claims about sustainable product
characteristics are also likely to influence perceptions about expected product or service quality. Consumers
with green consumption values have been shown to more favorably evaluate the nonenvironmental
attributes of green products (Haws, Winterich and Naylor 2014) and to ascribe greater healthiness to
socially responsible food products (Peloza, Ye, and Montford 2015; Minton and Cornwell, 2015), for
example. On the other hand, sustainability claims, while often perceived as more “warm,” have
simultaneously been shown to be perceived as less “competent.” This is due to stereotyptical gender typing
of (those making) sustainability claims, which are often associated with “female” rather than “male”
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characteristics. To the extent that sustainability claims are perceived as less competent, this could lead to
adverse effects on externals stakeholders’ product quality judgments.
Recent empirical research suggests that sustainability claims are perceived as female-typed, such
that they are associated with elements of the feminine stereotype (Shea and Hawn 2019; Abraham and
Burbano 2022), rather than male-typed and associated with elements of the male stereotype. Whereas the
feminine stereotype is ascribed to communal characteristics including warmth and cooperativeness, the
masculine stereotype is ascribed to agentic characteristics including competence and strength (Fiske and
Stevens 1993; Abele 2003) Sustainable organizations arguably benefit from some of these stereotypes; they
are perceived as warmer (Aaker, Vohs, and Mogilner, 2010; Shea and Hawn, 2019), for example – a positive
perceptual trait. However, they can also simultaneously be perceived as less competent (Aaker, Vohs, and
Mogilner, 2010) on average – a negative perceptual trait, and one which is likely to be particularly important
for influencing perceptions about product and service quality. Indeed, individuals have been shown to infer
a positive association between ethicality and gentleness and a negative association between ethicality and
strength (Luchs et al 2010). As a result, some green products have been deemed less effective by
consumers, even environmentally-conscious consumers (Lin and Chang, 2012) due to these stereotypes.
Interestingly, in some cases the benefits accruing to organizations, for example in the form of increased
usage of green cleaning products which drives sales, may in fact be driven by consumers increasing the
quantity purchased of these products to make up for the perceived inferiority of the product.(Lin and Chang
2012).
Thus, products and services described as sustainable may be perceived to be lower quality and less
efficacious than their non-sustainable counterparts. If this is the case, communications and self-framing by
the new venture which serve to increase perceptions of competency should help to mitigate the sustainable
product penalty otherwise faced by new ventures. Indeed, language choices are likely to influence how
projects are perceived (Anglin and Pidduck, 2022). More analytical language has been linked to improved
perceptions of the source of that language in various contexts (Pennebaker et al., 2014). In the context of
crowdfunding, in particular, research has shown that (better) linguistic style is associated with greater
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project success (Parhankangas and Renko, 2017), with project descriptions of lower cognitive complexity
being associated with lower credibility of projects and their creators (Peng, Cui, and Liu, 2022). Thus, the
use of language of greater cognitive complexity, such as more analytical or intellectual language, could
help to offset a sustainability penalty. This might include the use of analytical and/or more intellectual
language in project description framing.

H2: The use of analytical and intellectual language in project description framing by new ventures
will reduce the penalty of offering a sustainable product or service.

4.0. Rewards-Based Crowdfunding as a Research Setting
It is challenging to empirically examine and compare perceptions of product and service sustainability
across new ventures when the information available on different ventures is not standardized. We thus
leverage a setting which enables us to gather information provided in a relatively standardized format,
facilitating comparison: the rewards-based crowdfunding platform Kickstarter. Crowdfunding has emerged
as an increasingly prevalent method for raising capital for entrepreneurial organizations (Agarwal et al.
2014, Mollick 2014, Sorenson et al. 2016, Yu et al. 2017), and rewards-based crowdfunding is an important
type of crowdfunding platform. It includes such platforms as Kickstarter, Indiegogo, Rockethub, and
GoFundMe. On rewards-based crowdfunding platforms, entrepreneurial organizations solicit funding in
exchange for “rewards” (the reward is what, if anything, the funder receives in the exchange). Pure
donations can be made without receiving anything in exchange, donations can be made in exchange for
input on product development, and donations can be made in exchange for the promise of a future product
or service if the funding goal is met, for example. The backer of a rewards-based crowdfunding project can
function as something akin to a consumer, an investor, and/or a donor, and can be considered an individual
who is in some way responding to her perceptions of the new venture.

4.1 Observational Data and Variable Construction
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We use a database of all Kickstarter campaigns between the years 2009 and 2016, obtained from the
CrowdBerkeley Database (managed by the Fung Institute at UC Berkeley). Since its inception in 2009,
more than 4.2 billion dollars has been pledged through Kickstarter, the “largest and most prominent
crowdfunding platform in the world” (Mollick and Nanda, 2016, p. 1537). This database includes
information about the campaign (for example, project category and whether it has a video) and its current
status (success, number of backers, amount pledged), but does not contain the full description of the project
from its campaign page. To augment this, we scraped the full campaign text from each project page URL
and matched this text to the project metadata from the database. The full sample comprises 295,985 projects.
The CrowdBerkeley database includes an additional dataset of Kickstarter rewards that link to the
project metadata via a unique ID. There exists a complete set of rewards and all metadata for a subset of
93,293 projects.1 The rewards data contain the text of the reward, the minimum amount required to secure
it, and the number of backers who selected it. Because we apply Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM) to our
analysis as a robustness check, for which some projects could not be matched, our sample size for the CEMweighted set of projects is 84,392. More details about the CEM process can be found in Section 4.6.

4.2. Dependent Variable
The primary dependent variable for this analysis is whether a project successfully meets its funding goal.
The variable, Successful Project, is a dichotomous variable (1 for success and 0 for failure) for whether a
given Kickstarter project successfully reached its funding goal. Projects that did not meet this condition
either failed to reach their goal, were cancelled or suspended, or were removed due to a copyright or
content violation. Successful projects constitute 37 percent of the sample.

4.3 Independent Variable: Using Machine Learning to Identify Product Sustainability Claims

1

We ensured that the sample of projects with rewards was representative of the full available sample by comparing
the sets across observables of interest and ensuring no statistically significant differences.
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Identifying product and service sustainability claims is critical to our study but presents a challenge due to
the large number of Kickstarter projects. Previous literature (Calic and Mosakowski, 2016) examining CSR
orientation in the Kickstarter context was limited to sub-samples of only a few hundred projects in a few
project categories, due to reliance on hand-coding. This limits our ability to infer drivers of success due to
considerable heterogeneity across crowdfunding projects and categories (Mollick 2014).
To overcome this challenge, we take advantage of recent advances in machine learning to classify
a venture’s sustainability orientation. First, a subset of projects was labeled by human coders to be used as
training data. Second, the labeled subset was used to train a machine learning model, which was applied to
the remainder of the data. The training set consisted of 3,000 project texts, which were labeled by three
different freelance coders hired on Upwork. In the coding scheme, we aimed to distinguish offering a
sustainable product or service from other sustainable activities at the organizational level, as both types of
sustainability might be discussed in the project description. A training label of “Sustainable Product” was
assigned if at least two of three coders read the project text and identified the product/service as benefitting
the environment or broader society (1 if yes, 0 if no). A training label of “Sustainable Organization” was
assigned if at least two of three coders identified the organization as conducting other organization-level
activities benefitting the environment or broader society, such as charitable donations (1 if yes, 0 if no).2
We then used these labels to train two Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) models3 (Friedman,
2000) – one for Sustainable Product/Service and one for Sustainable Organization – to label the remaining
projects.4 To prevent the GBM models from overfitting to the training data, we employed cross-validation
with five folds, holding out a final 10 percent as a test set.5 The models correctly classified 86 and 83 percent
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Three raters assessed each project. There was unanimous agreement 84 percent of the time on average.
GBM is an ensemble method involving a collection of decision trees. GBMs derive their predictive power from the
insight that a large ensemble of weak learners – each learner being a short decision tree – can be accurate in the
aggregate. As a boosting model, GBM begins with one decision tree and adds more trees one at a time, adjusting the
weights on each tree at every iteration of the training process.
4
To create the model training data, the project descriptions were transformed into a document-term matrix, with each
column representing a unique term and each row containing the number of times the term appeared in each text.
Stopwords (common but semantically insignificant words like articles and pronouns) and words that appeared in less
than one percent or at least 95 percent of the training set were removed, resulting in a vocabulary of 3575 terms.
5
In this process, the training data is divided into five equal parts, and each part in turn is held out as a validation set
for a model trained on the remaining four parts. The final selected model maximizes the average performance over
3
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of the test set, with an AUC of 0.80 and 0.76, respectively.6 The final models generated a probability
estimate that the project should have a positive label for Sustainable Product and Sustainable
Organization.7 We use these probability estimates (ranging from 0 to 100) in the regression models as a
measure for the strength of the sustainability framing with respect to the product/service or the organizationlevel activities, respectively. Note that, towards an aim of transparency, the final models can be visualized
and tested using a web application, located at https://crowdfunding-social-ventures.shinyapps.io/model
(any text can be entered in and the probability the text reflects the two sustainability dimensions is
calculated and shown).
An example of a campaign that was rated as having a Sustainable Product (probability above 50
percent) but not a Sustainable Organization (probability below 50 percent) is a campaign selling a smart
irrigation system that creates an optimal watering schedule for lawns and plants.8 While the product has the
socially responsible impact of conserving water, it is framed only as a time- and cost-saving device (“Who
has the time to learn about each one and adjust the system daily so that your lawn and plants are healthy,
but you're not spending a fortune in the process?”) and the organization does not indicate any further
activities directed at environmental sustainability. Conversely, a project that was rated as having a
Sustainable Organization, without the sustainable product or service dimension, is a campaign promoting
a restaurant and cooking school.9 While the product being sold (Peruvian food) has no clear social
responsibility element, the organization advertises several community initiatives such as donations to the
homeless and local children’s organizations. Text from these example campaigns, along with their model
scores, can be found in the Appendix.

the held-out samples, searching over a grid of different tree depths and tree counts. This process helps to ensure that
the model does not become overly complex and therefore overfit to the training set.
6
AUC, or area under the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) Curve, is a commonly used metric for how well a
classifier distinguishes between classes (Fawcett, 2006). An AUC of 1 would indicate a perfect model. Generally,
values over 0.7 are considered fair, and values over 0.8 are considered to be good.
7
The models each contain a weighted collection of 150 decision trees. When a new data example is passed through
the model, the text is converted to a 1 x 3575 vector of counts for each term in the model vocabulary. This vector is
then applied to the decision trees, and the weighted combination of each tree’s vote represents a probability estimate
that the project should have a given label (socially responsible organization or product).
8
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1033096239/hydros-the-smart-way-to-water-your-grass-or-garden
9
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1221260103/runa-a-peruvian-culinary-experience-opening-2014
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4.4 Moderating Variables
We employ two moderating variables in testing each of the two hypotheses. Hypothesis 1 suggested that
the penalty associated with a sustainable product or service would be lessened by framing features which
are consistent with sustainable product framing and which thus should lessen perceptions of
instrumentality. The first moderating variable we leverage in service of this hypothesis is the Sustainable
Organization dimension described above. The second moderating variable is an indicator for whether a
project is launched by a Non-Profit. We identify these projects by flagging relevant words in the project
description ("non profit", "non-profit", "ngo", "not-for-profit", "501(c)(3)", "501c3", "nonprofit");
assigning a value of 1 to Non-Profit if present and 0 otherwise. Product description framing which is
perceived as either corresponding to a sustainable organization or a nonprofit should be perceived as
consistent with the sustainable product framing and thus, reduce potential perceptions of instrumentality.
Hypothesis 2 predicted that the penalty associated with a sustainable product or service would be
lessened by framing features that increase perceptions of quality, including the use of analytical and
intellectual language in the project descriptions. To test this hypothesis, we use two measures from the
LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) program10. LIWC employs proprietary dictionaries
developed and tested by researchers to identify sociological and psychological constructs from language.
We ran the LIWC program on the entire sample of project descriptions and extracted several measures.
The first moderating variable we take from LIWC is the Analytical Thinking dimension, which measures
“the degree to which people use words that suggest formal, logical, and hierarchical thinking patterns.”
The second moderator is the Big Words dimension from LIWC, which measures the proportion of words
with more than six letters, a variable “weakly related to higher grades and standardized test scores.” We
standardize each of these measures into a z-score format for interpretability.

10

https://www.liwc.app/
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4.5. Control Variables
To capture the broad category of the project, we create dummies for the categories selected by the
project creator within Kickstarter’s schema. The categories are art, comics, crafts, dance, design, fashion,
film and video, food, games, journalism, music, photography, publishing, technology, and theater. We also
follow previous crowdfunding studies (Mollick, 2014) in including a control for the size of the funding
goal, Log(Goal in USD), the logged value of the creator’s fundraising goal (in US dollars), as this has been
shown to impact funding success. Similarly, we control for an indicator variable, Video, indicating whether
a venture has a video as part of the campaign page, since previous studies have used this as a rough proxy
for project quality or sophistication (Mollick, 2014). We also control for the Description Length, that is, the
length of the project description on the project’s main page, in thousands of characters. The mean project
description length was 2,500 characters. We additionally control for whether or not the creator is Female,
identified using the genderizeR package in R to identify gender from the creator’s name. Finally, we control
for emotional Tone, an LIWC measure of how positive the emotional valence of the language is in the
project description. As with the other LIWC measures, we standardize this variable into a z-score.

***INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE***

Table 1 displays summary statistics and correlations for key variables of interest.

4.5.1. Controlling for Reward Types Using LDA Topic Modeling
To better control for differences between crowdfunding projects, we also use reward-level data.
To deal with the large number of rewards, the reward types were categorized using the following procedure.
First, we identified and removed from the dataset all pure donation rewards that used Kickstarter’s default
“Make a Pledge without a Reward” option (as opposed to selecting one of the custom rewards offered by
the project creator). Next, the types of all of the remaining rewards were identified using Latent Dirichlet
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Allocation (LDA) topic modeling on the reward-level data (see a figure displaying the top 10 terms for each
topic in the appendix). The topic model can also be viewed and explored using an interactive browser
visualization.11 Broadly, LDA is an inductive method for discovering the set of subjects discussed in a body
of texts (Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003). Each individual “topic” is a probability weighting over all the terms
in the vocabulary of the corpus. If the model is well fit, observers can generally view the most highly
weighted terms within each topic and agree as to what subject the topic pertains. The terms in the topic
model provide a rough descriptive overview of the most common types of rewards present in the sample
and have the advantage of being “discovered” by the LDA algorithm, rather than externally imposed by the
researchers.
In all analyses, the average proportion of the top 20 most prominent reward topics within a given
project’s set of rewards are included as controls.

4.6 Coarsened Exact Matching
We observed that projects identified as having a sustainable product or service often differed along
some other key dimensions. As a robustness check, we implemented coarsened exact matching (Iacus et
al., 2012). Projects without a sustainable product or service (probability below 50 percent) were treated as
a control condition, with the “treatment” group being those projects identified as having a sustainable
product or service. Across these two groups, we matched on a vector of covariates that includes the
fundraising goal size, whether the project had a video, the image count on the page, the year of the project,
and the length of the description. We display each key finding with and without CEM weighting.

5. Results
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See the following URL: https://crowdfunding-social-ventures.github.io/Kickstarter_Rewards_Topics.
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We report results for ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions with HC1 heteroskedasticity-robust standard
errors (MacKinnon and White, 1985). We use a linear probability model for predictions of project success.12
In each table, we report the main finding related to Sustainable Product dimension with and without CEM
weighting. We then compare each result to comparable models using the Sustainable Organization
dimension, to ensure the empirical findings we identify are specific to the product or service dimension and
not sustainability more generally.

5.1 Main Effect of Offering a Sustainable Product or Service
As a baseline, we first looked to establish the main effect of offering a sustainable product or service
on project success. The results of this analysis can be viewed in Table 2. Columns 1-2 report the estimated
effect of the Sustainable Product/Service score on success, using the specification:

Successi = β0 + β1SustainableProducti + β2Xi + ai + εi

The vector of covariates βXi includes all of the controls discussed in Section 3.5, while ai represents fixed
effects for project category and year. Model 1 reports estimates without any matching, while Model 2 uses
CEM weighting. Both models find a negative association between the product/service dimension and the
likelihood of project success. The unmatched specification suggests that increasing the Sustainable
Product/Service score from 0 to 100 decreases the likelihood of success by two percentage points (p =
0.047), while the matched specification estimates an effect of -3.7 percentage points (p = 0.0008).

***INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE***

12
Linear probability models are unbiased and do not suffer from problems with fixed effects and interactions which are well
documented (Katz 2001; Wooldridge 2010). Further, given our large sample size and the fact we are not making predictions (we
only care about average effects) potential problems with linear models do not apply in this context. Linear models also make
interpretation of the regression coefficients more straightforward.
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Figure 1 illustrates the effect of offering a sustainable product or service graphically, displaying a
binned scatterplot of the likelihood of success at different binned quantiles of the Sustainable
Product/Service Score, controlling for the same vector of covariates as in Column 1 of Table 2. The
likelihood of success falls sharply as perceived product/service sustainability increases, flattening out at
approximately 35 percent in the highest quantiles.

***INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE***

5.2 H1: Reducing Perceptions of Instrumentality
As reflected in Column 1 of Table 3, an opposite relationship can be found between the Sustainable
Organization score and the likelihood of project success. An increase in the organization dimension from
0-100 is associated with an increase of 2.5 percentage points in the likelihood of success (p = 0.065). When
both sustainability dimensions are included in the same model (Column 2), these opposing relationships
become stronger.

***INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE***

Finally, we test for complementarity between the two sustainability dimensions in Column 3. This
model represents our first test of Hypothesis 1, namely, that the sustainable product penalty would be
reduced by aspects of framing that are consistent with the sustainable product or service and thereby reduce
perceptions of instrumentality. Having organization-level sustainability characteristics, such as charitable
donations, might serve as one way of establishing consistency and reducing perceptions of instrumentality.
The specification for Model 3 is as follows:
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Successi = β0 + β1SustainableProducti + β2SustainableOrgi + β3SustainableProducti *SustainableOrgi +
β4Xi + ai + εi

As seen in Column 3, the product/service and organizational dimensions of sustainability have a
positive interaction (β = 0.116, p = 0.011). Figure 1 illustrates the marginal effects of this interaction
graphically. As can be seen in the plot, when a project has low levels of product-level sustainability (a score
of 10 out of 100), the relationship between organization-level sustainability and likelihood of success is
nearly flat. When a project has high levels of product-level sustainability (a score of 75 out of 100), the
likelihood of success increases sharply with organization-level sustainability. With a highly sustainable
product/service, the predicted likelihood of success is net negative when the Sustainable Organization score
is below roughly 50 and becomes net positive when the organization-level dimension increases above 50.

***INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE***

Table 4 displays results with another moderating variable that might serve to reduce perceptions of
instrumentality, Non-Profit. Columns 1-2 display models, with and without CEM weighting, of the
specification:

Successi = β0 + β1SustainableProducti + β2Non-Profiti + β3SustainableProducti*Non-Profiti + β4Xi + ai +
εi

As in prior models, the main effect of having a sustainable product or service on success is negative.
Conversely, the main effect of being a non-profit organization is positive, with an associated rise of
approximately five percentage points in the likelihood of success. Non-profit status also interacts positively
with product/service-level sustainability (p = 0.018 in the non-matched model, p = 0.005 in the matched
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model). Figure 2 illustrates this relationship graphically, with marginal effects plotted from the estimation
in Model 1.

***INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE***
***INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE***

As seen in Figure 3, for projects not launched by a non-profit, moving from 0 to 100 in the
product/service sustainability score reduces the estimated likelihood of success by 2.7 percentage points.
For projects launched by a non-profit, moving from 0 to 100 in the product/service sustainability? score
increases the likelihood of success by 6.7 percentage points. As illustrated by Model 3, there is no
corresponding complementarity between Non-Profit status and the organizational dimension of success.

5.3 H2: Increasing Perceptions of Quality
The subsequent analyses test Hypothesis 2, which predicted that the penalty associated with having
a sustainable product/service would be lessened by framing that increases perceptions of quality. The first
moderating variable that we use to test H2 is the LIWC-derived measure of Analytical Language. Columns
1-2 of Table 5 display models, with and without CEM weighting, of the specification:

Successi = β0 + β1SustainableProducti + β2Analytici + β3SustainableProducti*Analytici + β4Xi + ai + εi

***INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE***

As before, the main effect of having a sustainable product or service is negative. The main effect of using
analytical language in the description is positive; an increase of one standard deviation in the Analytical
Language measure is associated with an increase of 2-3 percentage points in the likelihood of success (p <
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0.001 in both models). The use of analytical language also interacts positively with the Sustainable Product
measure, consistent with H2 (p < 0.001 in both models). Figure 4 illustrates this interaction graphically,
with marginal effects plotted from Model 1 in Table 5.

***INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE***

As seen in Figure 4, the slope of the relationship between the Analytical Language measure and
the probability of success is flatter when the sustainability product/service probability is low. This
relationship becomes stronger as the sustainable product/service dimension becomes more prominent. For
projects with a very high score (e.g., 75 out of 100) in the sustainable product/service dimension, the main
negative effect of having a sustainable product does not appear to become positive until the Analytical
Language measure rises above roughly one standard deviation above the mean.
As a robustness check, Column 3 of Table 5 interacts the Sustainable Organization score with the
Analytical Language measure. The results suggest that it is indeed the Product/Service dimension driving
the observed effect.

***INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE***

Table 6 displays a second test of H2, using the LIWC-derived Big Words score as a moderating
variable. Columns 1-2 use the specification

Successi = β0 + β1SustainableProducti + β2BigWordsi + β3SustainableProducti*BigWordsi + β4Xi + ai + εi

As in previous models, the main effect of having a sustainable product or service is negative. The
main effect of the Big Words measure is positive: a standard deviation increase in this measure is associated
with an increase of 3-4 percentage points in the likelihood of success (p < 0.001 in both the unmatched and
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matched models). The use of big words also interacts positively with the product or service dimension of
sustainability (p = 0.011 in the unmatched model, p = 0.005 in the matched model). Column 3 suggests
that the organization dimension has no corresponding interaction.

***INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE***

The marginal effects from Model 1 are plotted graphically in Figure 5. As can be seen in Figure 5,
the relationship between the Big Words measure and the probability of success becomes much stronger as
the product/service sustainability score becomes higher. For projects with a very high degree of
sustainability in the product or service, the main penalty associated with that product does not become
negated until the Big Words score is very high (more than 2.5 standard deviations above the mean).

5.4 Extensions and Robustness
We conducted several additional analyses and robustness checks to rule out alternative explanations
for the pattern of findings found herein. For example, the negative effect is robust to using a binary indicator
for offering a sustainable product or service (defined by a cutoff at the median of the score). The findings
also remain when using threshold cutoffs at each decile from the 30th to the 90th percentile in the Sustainable
Product/Service Score. These robustness checks can be viewed in Appendix Table A2.
One additional concern might be that the main negative effect of supplying a sustainable product
or service might not be due to sustainability directly, but rather to the product or service’s incongruence
with expectations for its product category (i.e., a legitimacy-related explanation, in line with Soublière and
Gehman, 2020). To test this explanation, we created a Category Divergence Score using the project taglines.
Specifically, using Kickstarter’s 15 category classifications (e.g., music, technology, or fashion), we
calculated each project’s cosine distance from the average tagline in its category. The results can be viewed
in Appendix Table A1. As expected, higher divergence from typicality in a given category is associated
with a lower likelihood of success: moving from 0 to 1 in Category Divergence Score causes the likelihood
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of success to fall by nearly 10 percentage points. The negative effect of offering a sustainable product or
service remains and is unchanged in magnitude, however. This suggests that incongruence with product
category expectations is not driving the sustainability product penalty we observe.

7. Conclusion
Using machine learning to categorize new ventures’ sustainability framing on Kickstarter and to
control for project type, we show that, contrary to previous work that has been either in the context of large
firms (Sen, Du and Chattacharya 2016) or limited in its sample size and scope when focused on small firms
(Calic & Mosakowski, 2016), there exists on average a penalty for new ventures offering a sustainable
product. Our examination of likely explanations for this average sustainable product penalty resulted in
evidence consistent with two likely explanations: 1) sustainable product framing by the new venture is
perceived as instrumental and 2) sustainable products and services, and the founders offering them, are
perceived as lower quality. Importantly, we demonstrate that new ventures’ choices around self-framing
can serve to offset mechanisms that otherwise contribute to a sustainable product penalty in this context.
Specifically, product description framing which is perceived as either corresponding to a sustainable
organization or a nonprofit should be perceived as consistent with the sustainable product framing and thus,
reduce potential perceptions of instrumentality and the sustainable product penalty. Likewise, using
analytical and intellectual language in the product description should increase perceptions of quality,
reducing the penalty.
The findings in this paper have implications for research on both the strategic implications of
sustainable business practices (Vedula, et al., 2022, Embry, 2018) and on strategic communications
(Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001) in new ventures. The average sustainable product penalty identified in our
paper points to the importance of examining the strategic implications of sustainability-oriented
characteristics and claims in new ventures. Key differences in the degree of information asymmetry facing
individuals assessing new ventures versus large, established firms suggest that how individuals respond to
new ventures making sustainability-related claims may not generalize from what extant research has shown
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regarding responses to established firms. While we examine product and service-related sustainability
claims in this paper, future work could examine other prosocially-oriented claims in the context of new
ventures such as claims regarding diversity commitments (Abraham and Burbano, 2022) or claims
regarding commitment to social-political themes such as immigration, LGBTQ rights and abortion
(Burbano 2021, Chatterji and Toffel, 2019), for example.
We also demonstrate the importance of considering self-framing choices and communications as
important contingencies which influence the degree to which new ventures stand to be penalized for, or
benefit from, offering sustainable products and services. There has been notable focus on the choice to
disclose and communicate choices regarding sustainability-oriented attributes (Kim and Lyon, 2011, 2015;
Delmas and Burbano 2011), but less focus on the interaction between such choices and other self-framing
choices by organizations. While our focus on new ventures unearthed average effects which are contrary
to the more commonly-identified benefits described in research examining the strategic implications of
sustainability characteristics in large firm contexts, future work could examine whether similar moderating
relationships apply in the context of large firms and established incumbents. Future work could also
examine how the findings of this paper extend to companies (or new ventures) offering multiple products
and multiple product lines.
Our paper is not without limitations. We recognize that we cannot infer a causal relationship in the
patterns we observe in our data, though we sought to control for endogeneity concerns in our analyses with
coarsened exact matching. Future research that establishes causality in the patterns we observe leveraging
quasi-experimental or experimental methods will serve as an important complement to this work.
We also recognize that Kickstarter projects represent the earliest stages of early-stage new ventures.
Our findings are likely applicable to other early-stage crowdfunding settings, such as Indiegogo,
Rockethub, and GoFundMe. These settings have been increasingly recognized as critical to the way in
which new ventures acquire financing since the advent of the online platform market (Mollick 2014,
Sorenson et al., 2016, Yu et al. 2017). However, we are cautious about extrapolating our findings to laterstage new ventures. Indeed, just as we emphasized that new ventures’ claims regarding the sustainability
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of their products and services are likely to be given less credence than claims made by established
organizations due to the relative lack of information available about new ventures vis-à-vis established
organizations, it would be fair to note that very early-stage new venture claims, such as those made on
Kickstarter, may likewise be more deeply scrutinized than claims made by less early-stage new ventures,
about which more information might be available. If degree of information asymmetry is the key
distinguishing feature between these contexts, it is possible, then, that for later-stage new ventures, average
effects of sustainability-oriented claims about products and services might fall somewhere between the
strong negative effects we observe in our context, and the positive average effects more commonly
identified in other research based on larger firm contexts. Future work which seeks to directly explore how
effects change as the degree of information asymmetry and availability of information changes, and also
examines sustainability claims in later-stage new ventures, would be interesting complements to our work.
Nonetheless, given that research examining the strategic effects of sustainability and CSR-related
claims has overwhelmingly highlighted the positive effects of such endeavors for organizations, our study,
which points to an average sustainability product penalty in one important context, is an important
juxtaposition, and addition, to this body of literature. There are few studies which have identified average
negative effects of sustainability-oriented claims, programs, or initiatives (Bode, Rogan, and Singh, 2021;
List and Momeni, 2020). As such, it is important to emphasize that such claims and initiatives do not
necessarily achieve positive effects (Cassar and Meier, 2017). Our contrary finding highlights the
importance of examining the strategic effects of sustainability claims in different contexts, and sheds light
on important contingencies through which (very early stage) new ventures can successfully reduce the
sustainable product penalty via their own communication and self-framing choices.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics and Correlations
1. Sustainable Product Score
2. Sustainable Organization Score
3. Non-Profit
4. Analytical Language
5. Big Words
6. Log(Goal)
7. Has Video
8. Image Count
9. Female Creator
10. Tone

Mean (SD)
0.09 (0.15)
0.06 (0.12)
0.02
-0.02 (1.00)
0.06 (0.90)
8.61 (1.69)
0.71
4.81 (9.38)
0.17
0.04 (0.97)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.61
0.18
0.12
0.22
0.13
0.03
0.01
0.04
-0.07

0.18
0.12
0.21
0.09
0.04
0.01
0.07
-0.02

0.07
0.10
0.03
0.03
-0.01
0.01
0.02

0.43
0.11
0.10
0.09
-0.04
-0.15

0.14
0.08
0.06
0.02
-0.08

0.16
0.20
-0.06
-0.08

0.19
-0.01
0.05

-0.05
-0.03

0.06

Note: Sustainable Product and Sustainable Organization are continuous measures running from 0 to 1. Analytical Language, Big Words, and
Tone are Z-scores of measures derived from LIWC. Non-Profit, Has Video, and Female Creator are indicator variables.

1

Main Effect of Offering a Sustainable Product/Service
Table 2: Sustainable Products/Services and Success
Dependent variable: Successful Project
CEM

Sustainable Product/Service Score
Female
Non-Profit
Tone
Log(Goal in USD)
Year FE
Description Length
Video
Category
Reward Topics
Observations
R2

(1)

(2)

−0.020∗∗
(0.010)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.080∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

−0.037∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.005)
0.079∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.040∗∗∗
(0.002)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

93,293
0.203

84,392
0.205

Note: Heteroskedasticity-robust (HC1) SEs in parentheses.

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Figure 1: Binned Scatterplot, Main Effect (Model 1 of Table 2)
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2

Hypothesis 1: Reducing Perceptions of Instrumentality
Table 3: Moderation by Sustainable Organization Score
Dependent variable:
Successful Project

Sustainable Org Score

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.025∗

0.056∗∗∗

(0.013)

(0.016)
−0.044∗∗∗
(0.012)

0.068∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.074∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.068∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.077∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.014
(0.023)
−0.066∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.116∗∗
(0.046)
0.068∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.077∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

93,293
0.203

93,293
0.203

93,293
0.203

Sustainable Product/Service Score
Org Score x Product Score
Female
Non-Profit
Tone
Log(Goal in USD)
Year FE
Description Length
Video
Category
Reward Topics
Observations
R2

Note: Heteroskedasticity-robust (HC1) SEs in parentheses.

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Figure 2: Moderation by Sustainable Organization Score – Margins Plot
Note: Displays marginal effects estimated in Model 1 of Table 3.
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Table 4: Moderation by Non-Profit Status
Dependent variable: Successful Project

Sustainable Product/Service Score
Non-Profit
Product Score x Non-Profit

CEM

Comparison with Org Dimension

(1)

(2)

(3)

−0.027∗∗∗
(0.010)
0.055∗∗∗
(0.015)
0.094∗∗
(0.040)

−0.047∗∗∗
(0.012)
0.048∗∗
(0.019)
0.124∗∗∗
(0.044)

0.069∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.069∗∗∗
(0.005)
0.040∗∗∗
(0.002)

−0.051∗∗∗
(0.012)
0.055∗∗∗
(0.016)
0.106∗∗
(0.051)
0.057∗∗∗
(0.016)
−0.032
(0.060)
0.068∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

93,293
0.203

84,392
0.205

93,293
0.203

Sustainable Org Score
Org Score x Non-Profit
Female
Tone
Log(Goal in USD)
Year FE
Description Length
Video
Category
Reward Topics
Observations
R2

Note: Heteroskedasticity-robust (HC1) SEs in parentheses.

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Figure 3: Moderation by Non-Profit Status – Margins Plot
Note: Displays marginal effects estimated in Model 1 of Table 4.
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3

Hypothesis 2: Increasing Perceptions of Quality
Table 5: Moderation by Analytical Thinking
Dependent variable: Successful Project

Sustainable Product/Service Score
Analytic
Product Score x Analytic

CEM

Comparison with Org Dimension

(1)

(2)

(3)

−0.053∗∗∗

−0.071∗∗∗

(0.011)
0.025∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.049∗∗∗
(0.011)

(0.012)
0.024∗∗∗
(0.003)
0.055∗∗∗
(0.013)

0.071∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.074∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.030∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.072∗∗∗
(0.005)
0.074∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.043∗∗∗
(0.002)

−0.066∗∗∗
(0.012)
0.024∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.041∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.030∗
(0.017)
0.014
(0.019)
0.071∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.072∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.030∗∗∗
(0.001)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

93,293
0.206

84,392
0.208

93,293
0.206

Sustainable Org Score
Org Score x Analytic
Female
Non-Profit
Tone
Log(Goal in USD)
Year FE
Description Length
Video
Category
Reward Topics
Observations
R2

Note: Heteroskedasticity-robust (HC1) SEs in parentheses.

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Figure 4: Moderation by Analytical Thinking – Margins Plot
Note: Displays marginal effects estimated in Model 1 of Table 5.
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Table 6: Moderation by Big Words
Dependent variable: Successful Project

Sustainable Product/Service Score
BigWords
Product Score x BigWords

CEM

Comparison with Org Dimension

(1)

(2)

(3)

−0.071∗∗∗

−0.093∗∗∗

(0.012)
0.036∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.028∗∗
(0.011)

(0.013)
0.037∗∗∗
(0.003)
0.035∗∗∗
(0.012)

0.067∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.070∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.028∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.068∗∗∗
(0.005)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.041∗∗∗
(0.002)

−0.081∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.036∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.026∗
(0.014)
0.026
(0.019)
−0.001
(0.019)
0.067∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.068∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.028∗∗∗
(0.001)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

93,293
0.207

84,392
0.209

93,293
0.207

Sustainable Org Score
Org Score x BigWords
Female
Non-Profit
Tone
Log(Goal in USD)
Year FE
Description Length
Video
Category
Reward Topics
Observations
R2

Note: Heteroskedasticity-robust (HC1) SEs in parentheses.

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Figure 5: Moderation by Big Words – Margins Plot
Note: Displays marginal effects estimated in Model 1 of Table 6.
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Appendix
Table A1: Controlling for Category Divergence
Dependent variable: Successful Project
CEM

Sustainable Product/Service Score
Female
Non-Profit
Tone
Category Divergence
Log(Goal in USD)
Year FE
Description Length
Video
Category
Reward Topics
Observations
R2

(1)

(2)

−0.020∗∗
(0.010)
0.068∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.081∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.026∗∗∗
(0.001)
−0.097∗∗∗
(0.014)

−0.038∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.005)
0.080∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.039∗∗∗
(0.002)
−0.095∗∗∗
(0.019)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

93,293
0.203

84,392
0.205

Note: Heteroskedasticity-robust (HC1) SEs in parentheses.

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01

Table A2: Sustainable Products/Services and Success: Binary
Dependent variable: Successful Project
Cutoff Percentile:

Sustainable Product/Service
Female
Non-Profit
Tone
Log(Goal in USD)
Year FE
Description Length
Video
Category
Reward Topics
Observations
R2

30th

40th

50th

60th

70th

80th

90th

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

−0.031∗∗∗

−0.023∗∗∗

−0.020∗∗∗

−0.013∗∗∗

−0.010∗∗∗

−0.006∗

(0.003)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.083∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.026∗∗∗
(0.001)

(0.003)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.082∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

(0.003)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.082∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

(0.003)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.081∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

(0.003)
0.069∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.080∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

(0.004)
0.068∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.079∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

−0.008∗
(0.005)
0.068∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.079∗∗∗
(0.011)
0.027∗∗∗
(0.001)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

93,293
0.203

93,293
0.203

93,293
0.203

93,293
0.203

93,293
0.203

93,293
0.203

93,293
0.203

Note: Heteroskedasticity-robust (HC1) SEs in parentheses.

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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Model Examples
All screenshots from https://crowdfunding-social-ventures.shinyapps.io/model/

Figure A1: Org Only
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1221260103/runa-a-peruvian-culinary-experience-opening-2014
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Figure A2: Prod Only
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1033096239/hydros-the-smart-way-to-water-your-grass-or-garden
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Figure A3: Org and Product
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/602604005/feed-the-need-connecting-sustainable-farming-with
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